
Build the people’s resistance!
ROF. Morgan Kelly’s pronouncements have come as a r evelation to a lot of people whoPhave been confused or who bought the the line from the establishment over the years in 

relation to debt and the options open to the Irish people. The readers of Socialist Voice,  how-
ever, or anyone who has read the two recent publica tions by the Communist Party of Ireland, 
An Economy for the Common Good  and the recently published Repudiate the Debt,  would 
know that the CPI has been virtually a lone voice o n the left arguing the central role of the 
European Union in imposing harsh measures on our pe ople.
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their position we fall into the trap of 
“better, fairer cuts,” or tinker with the 
system to allow it time to overcome its 
present difficulties at the expense of 
the people—to create some form of 
better, fairer capitalism.

The left needs to take a more 
strategic approach to this question, 
which has the potential to open up 
deep � ssures within the system itself at 
both the national and the European 
level. The Achilles heel of monopoly 
capital at this time is the deepening 
debt crisis. That is their strategic weak-
ness; therefore the question is, How do 
we develop political struggles and pres-
sure that turn the people in another 
direction?

It is clear that slogans alone have 
not cut the mustard. Marches up to 
and outside the Dáil have declined in 
numbers to where the speakers out-
number those attending. The single 
transferable speech has nothing to offer 
but slogans and rhetoric

How we build the people’s hopes 
and morale are crucial questions, both 
in the demands that the left make and 
the methods of struggle. The battle of 
ideas and power and energy and the 
independent mobilisation of the people 
both weaken the dominant ideology.

Communists have called for the 
building of a movement of civil dis-
obedience throughout the country. This 
is aimed at building the con � dence of 
the people that struggle can have an 
effect and make a difference.

Experience from the mass civil dis-

obedience campaign in the north of 
Ireland, linked as it was to a clear set of 
demands argued for by the civil rights 
movement, was one of the crucial 
factors that broke the back of union-
ism. It gave people a sense of power 
and ownership of the direction and 
pace of the struggle. It lifted a people 
who for decades had been beaten down 
and demoralised.

We need to learn the lesson of 
history. It is our belief that we need to 
start off with actions that encourage 
people to step forward at the local level 
� rst. People will feel con � dence only 
when they are secure in the belief that 
those who bring them out are not 
political adventurers or political oppor-
tunists.

 It is not the duty of the left to
 come forward with solutions
 to capitalism’s problems. It is
 our job to present solutions to
 people’s problems.

This will be a step-by-step struggle, 
in every village, town, and city, 
grassroots-led. We’ve had enough of 
testosterone-led politics; we’ve had 
enough of conspiratorial groups 
attempting to exploit the situation for 
narrow ends.

What has bedevilled left politics has 
been adventurist political demands and 
actions, opportunism, and reducing the 
people’s struggle to electoralism. What 
is needed is a more disciplined 

working-class approach, the approach 
that resulted in workers building their 
trade unions, engaging in long and 
bitter disputes, incurring great hard-
ship, experiencing even hunger. They 
secured rights and built their unions 
against all the odds.

That is why neither workers nor the 
left can walk away from the trade union 
movement. The property, the build-
ings, the resources of today’s trade 
unions do not belong to those who con-
trol them now. They are the product of 
the sacri � ce of past generations. We 
owe it to them to reforge a new � ghting 
trade union movement. Trade unions 
can play a central role and use their 
resources to mobilise and give strength 
and direction to the struggle for 
repudiating the debt.

We haven’t got all the answers to 
the questions posed by the conditions 
that we struggle in. But struggle brings 
forward answers to questions as the 
balance of forces changes. We will not 
have change without struggle: that is 
what life’s experience has taught work-
ing people.

“Empowering the people” has been 
reduced to an empty slogan. We have 
to start giving real meaning and sub-
stance to what is absolutely essential in 
building people’s power. 

The future is shaped by today’s 
struggles. What is today the belief of a 
few needs to become the aspiration of 
the many in order to transform Irish 
society, north and south.

[EMC]

The  case for repudi ation be comes ur gent
Statement by the Communist Party of Ireland, 8 May 2011

HE stark scenario outlined by Prof. Morgan Kelly is  a clear warning that this debtTcannot be paid and must not be paid. Yet we still w itness a few economists lumbering along 
under the illusion that it can and must be paid, a circle now con ned to a dwindling number of �  
that profession employed by the Central Bank of Ire land or corporate banks and advisers to 
the Government, or who are beholden to their paymas ters in the European Union. 

The total debt burden placed upon 
the Irish people by the European 
Union to save the euro will be in the 
region of €240 billion by 2014.

This crippling debt cannot be paid, 
nor should it be paid. It is not the 
people’s responsibility. The question is 
not one of “default.” To default would 
continue to place the obligation upon 
the Irish people to pay some or all of 
this corporate debt. Default would 
allow the European Union and inter-
national nance houses to determine �  
the terms and conditions of a restruc-
turing of the debt.

The only way forward is through 
repudiation of this debt. It is not 
owned by the people, nor is it our res-
ponsibility. To repudiate it is to assert 
our national sovereignty and the sover-
eignty of the people above all else.

The payment of this debt in the 
form of massive cuts in people’s 
income, the destruction of the health 
service and the educational system and 
the services people rely upon is un-
acceptable.

The Communist Party calls upon 
the people to mobilise behind the 
Repudiate the Debt Campaign and sup-

port its call to the Irish people to begin 
to engage in widespread civil dis-
obedience in deance of this Govern � -
ment and of the European Union, and 
to honour James Connolly by support-
ing the “Hope and Deance” mani � fes-
tation outside Dáil Éireann on 12 May 
called by the Repudiate the Debt 
Campaign.
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National campaign off to a good start
The Repudiate the Debt Campaign got o  to an encoura ging start in Tralee�  
today  [7 May] in its rst venture beyond the Pale. The speakers—Eu gene�  
McCartan on behalf of “Repudiate the Debt” and Mart in Ferris TD of Sinn Féin
—participated in an excellent meeting with a recept ive North Kerry audience.

Appropriately for the week of James Connolly’s nine ty-fth anniversary, �  
the great man’s exhortation to educate, agitate and  organise was well received 
by those in attendance. The meeting was extremely p ositive and has resulted 
in the formation of a Repudiate the Debt group in T ralee.

A small step forward. But a step.                                                                      [SW]



Saving the euro!
HE  problem for the Fine Gael-Labour Government is to try to legitimise policies thatTinvolve the Irish state and Irish taxpayers taking on the burden of paying back as quickly 

as possible the €150 billion that the European Cent ral Bank lent to the Irish banks.
Instead of the Irish banks owing 

this sum, the Irish state will do so and 
will pay it back over time by selling the 
banks to foreign buyers, selling o the �  
NAMA loans at knock-down prices, and 
privatising state assets, thereby 
ravaging the social and economic fabric 
of Irish society for generations.

Consider the following sample 
extracts from a “left” version of this 
politics, from a “manifesto” by the 
German section of the international 
organisation ATTAC warning that “the 
euro is in danger.”

Formulations such as “If the Euro-
zone is to have a future, it is European 
statehood that needs to be streng-
thened, not the market,” might give an 
impression that the document repre-
sents a genuinely progressive outlook 
on the EU. It would be a serious mis-
judgement.

What the document does not 
acknowledge is that Ireland, Greece, 
Portugal etc. and the interests of their 
peoples are being sacriced in order to �  
save the euro zone, whose dissolution 
would be a blow to the whole EU 
project of a European superstate under 
Franco-German hegemony.

The core argument of the manifesto 
is stated thus: “In 2011, 20 years after 
Maastricht and twelve years after its 
introduction, the Euro is still no ‘opti-
mal currency,’ but it is a European 
reality that has to be supported . . . in 
order to prevent a slide into economic 
chaos and the triggering of political 
conicts that could otherwise have �  
been prevented.”

Let us examine a couple of the 
ATTAC assertions.

“The euro is still no ‘optimal 
currency,’ but it is a European reality.”

The Irish state’s economic crisis 
stems from the madness in joining the 
euro zone in 1999, impelled by the 
long-standing Eurofanaticism of Fianna 
Fáil, Fine Gael and the Labour Party 
and the leadership of the Irish 
Congress of Trade Unions.

By abolishing the national currency 
at that time we adopted the currency of 
an area with which we did only one-
third of our trade (i.e. exports and 
imports together). Another third of our 
trade was with Britain, and the other 
third was with the United States and 
the rest of the world.

In 2010, two-thirds of our foreign 
trade was still outside the euro zone.

The one-size-ts-all interest rate �  
regime of the European Central Bank 
must always therefore be unsuitable for 
some euro-zone countries, for the 

seventeen economies concerned dier �  
widely.

Interest rate and exchange rate 
policy are fundamentally decided in the 
interests of the big states, for that is 
where most people of the euro zone 
live. Also, joining the euro zone led us 
to adopt negative real interest rates at 
the height of the “Celtic Tiger” boom 
and thereby to inate the property �  
bubble, which ultimately burst and left 
us broke.

Abolishing the Irish pound was far 
worse that the blanket bank guarantee 
of December 2008, for if the country 
had not joined the euro zone there 
would not have been the pressure for 
the guarantee.

The European Central Bank 
insisted on it, so that no Irish bank 
could be allowed to fail in case the 
German and French banks from which 
the Irish banks had borrowed would 
not be paid back.

The Fine Gael-Labour Government, 
supported by the Fianna Fáil pretend 
opposition, have signed up to an 
amendment to the Lisbon Treaty to set 
up a permanent European Stability 
Mechanism  from  2013, to which 
Ireland will be expected to contribute 
€9.8 billion but which will not have 
retrospective eect or alleviate the pain �  
of the December EU-IMF stitch-up.

The EU is determined that there 
will not be a referendum on this 
amendment to the EU Treaties.

A breakdown of the euro zone could 
trigger chaos throughout Europe and 
beyond, a chaos that would endanger 
more than “just” social cohesion

It is only a matter of time before 
the euro zone breaks up and some or 
all of its member-states leave it to re-
establish their national currencies.

The threat of default and of moving 
to re-establish the Irish pound is the 
principal weapon the Irish state has 
vis-à-vis the euro zone.

Establishing an independent Irish 
currency, and with that its own credit 
and exchange rate policy, must be a 
central goal of all genuine Irish demo-
crats, for without that there can be no 
truly independent Irish state.

Having committed the act of utter 
folly of joining the euro zone in the 
rst place, it would be foolish to �  

pretend that one can get out of it with-
out pain, especially when the powers 
that be have made such a mess of the 
Irish private banks and public nances. �

At present Ireland cannot restore its 
economic competitiveness by devaluing 
its currency, so it can become more 

competitive only by “devaluing”—that 
is, by cutting—people’s pay, pensions 
and prots instead for years to come. �

The main advantage of leaving the 
euro zone is that it would enable the 
Irish state to resume control of its 
money supply and credit and thereby 
stimulate domestic demand and 
employment, while simultaneously it 
could boost Ireland’s competitiveness 
by devaluing the exchange rate.

The advantage of a country having 
its own currency is that it enables its 
government either to control credit 
and issue money for purposes of job 
stimulus and the like through varying 
the rate of interest or to inuence its �  
competitiveness with other economies 
by varying its exchange rate.

The main drawback is that much of 
the state’s foreign debts would be in 
euros, if the euro zone still existed, and 
would be expensive to pay o  in a �  
depreciating currency. On the other 
hand, the boost to competitiveness and 
exports arising from having a more 
suitable exchange rate than the euro-
zone one should enable the Irish state 
to earn more foreign currency with 
which to pay those debts.

If the euro zone breaks up, a 
planned dissolution and an ordered re-
apportionment of debts would clearly 
be better than a disorganised one.

People should remember also that 
the only period in the ninety-year 
history of the Irish state when it used 
its monetary independence, followed an 
independent exchange rate policy and 
eec� tually oated the currency—from �  
1993 to 1999—gave us the “Celtic 
Tiger” rate of economic growth of 8 per 
cent a year, until that was destroyed by 
the bubble induced by the low interest 
rate of the euro zone.

[CMK]
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Tr ade  uni on movement  ha rmed by  scanda l
by the Editorial Board of Socialist Voice

HE scandal of the HSE “Skills Programme,” with the involvement of SIPTU, has harmedTthe trade union movement, as Jack O’Connor has admi tted. It has damaged its reputation, 
its honesty, and its potential for growth.

Socialist Voice,  while critical of 
aspects of ICTU policies and prac-
tices, has been reluctant to comment 
on internal union aairs. This �  
matter, however, is so serious that 
we feel obliged to comment, as it 
goes to the heart of trade unionism 
and hence of working-class values, be 
they political, moral, or ethical.

The “Skills Programme” was operated 
and funded by the O ce of Manage � -
ment in the Department of Health 
since 2000 and subsequently by the 
HSE, after its establishment in 2004. 
Dier � ent sums came to the SIPTU 
fund until 2004, when it was regular-
ised at €250,000 per year from the 
HSE. Between 2001 and 2009 sums 
totalling €4.493 million  were paid into 
a SIPTU-named account. SIPTU head 
o ce denied that the funds were paid �  
into any o cial account controlled by �  
the union. The account was not author-
ised at any level by SIPTU.

It transpired that the account into 
which the money was paid was called 
“SIPTU National Health and Local 
Authority Levy Fund,” with two signa-
tories: Matt Merrigan (Junior), full-
time head of the Health Division, and 
Jack Kelly, an employee of St James’s 
Hospital, Dublin, president of the 
Health Services Branch and formerly a 
member of the National Executive 
Council for almost thirty years.

The description of the scheme states: 
“The deepening of workplace partner-
ship in order to enhance the quality 
and delivery of health service users and 
to improve the working arrangements 
for health service sta is considered to �  
be a necessary requirement for ongoing 
development of the health service,” and 
that its aim was “to up-skill managers, 

employee and union representatives in 
people management skills, including 
the skills of working together eec � -
tively and of handling changes and con-
icts in a constructive manner.” �

The scheme was set up to deal with 
the training needs of non-medical 
health workers, such as health-care 
assistants, home-help workers, porters, 
and catering workers.

The scheme is continuing and is 
necessary, the Public Accounts Com-
mittee was told. There was no mention 
of anyone in these categories being 
brought on foreign trips.

From the evidence publicly available, 
this is hard to quantify. Matt Merrigan, 
in his submission to the investigation 
by the union’s trustees, claimed that 
ve thousand employees were trained. �  

It seems that be no evaluation or 
accreditation results were produced 
that justied the scheme’s objectives. �  
But as the scandal broke, the amount 
of money spent on foreign trips, 
expenses and gifts quite rightly 
attracted headlines.

The fund authorised by the two 
signatories paid for a total of thirty-one 
foreign visits over a period of seven 
years, 2002–09. These included trips to 
Australia, Hongkong, a variety of desti-
nations in Britain, and to various 
places in the United States, some 
around St Patrick’s Day. They included 
three sixteen-day junkets to Australia 
that coincided with Irish teams taking 
part in major sports events. Senior 
management personnel from the HSE, 
the Department of Health and the 
Department of Finance went on these 
trips, while the union stated that, apart 
from Kelly and Merrigan, only two 
other serving union o cials went on �  
one trip. People from the same state 
agencies went on multiple trips, as did 
Merrigan and Kelly.

Peter McLoone and Kevin Callinan 
of Impact were involved in “social 
partnership study trips” to the United 
States, though it is not clear whether 
this was with the Merrigan-Kelly fund 
or some other. The union “believes that 
this travel was relevant to the activities 
intended by the partnership pro-
grammes,” but it repaid €112,791 
“because of concerns [that] there had 
been intermingling of monies from 
dier � ent funding streams.”

Former o cials of the state agencies �  
continued to receive money from the 

Levy Fund for “consultancy” work, in 
spite of breaches of tendering rules.

Billy Attley, former general secre-
tary of SIPTU, after his retirement 
chaired meetings for a fee of €1,000 per 
day—though he told a newspaper that 
he claimed only half that for half-day 
meetings! An audit report showed that 
he had been paid €26,750 up to the 
end of 2009. He rejected claims that 
the steering group was at fault for not 
monitoring the fund, saying that its 
brief was to approve training pro-
grammes. “We had no control over 
nance. We had no role in that area: �  

that was the responsibility of the HSE.”
The Comptroller and Auditor-

General revealed how some money was 
spent: €73,000 was spent on degree 
courses, €30,000 on laptop computers 
for SIPTU members, a fee of €10,000 
to one union academic, €18,500 for a 
promotional video. €10,000 for PR 
material, and various amounts on 
entertainment for delegations, includ-
ing meals in Dublin pubs and restaur-
ants. €1,586 was spent on one retire-
ment party.

More than €12,500 was spent on 
taxis. One journey involved a taxi from 
Dublin to Kilkenny, a wait there, and a 
return to Dublin, at a cost of €432. 
Another involved a journey from St 
James’s Hospital to Tullamore, return-
ing via Co. Louth and Dublin Airport, 
at a cost of €544.

The Skills Programme o ce clocked �  
up costs for services of €526,444, none 
of which were tendered for.

There was “a complete failure by  [ the ] 
HSE and other State bodies” to imple-
ment and adhere to to the most basic 
standards of governance, transparency 
and accountability in relation to the dis-
bursement of public money,”  according 
to the SIPTU report.

“What emerged, relating to breaches 
of controls, lavish expenditure on taxies 
and foreign travel, breaches of public 
procurement rules and breaches of civil 
service employment law are truly shock-
ing and those responsible for this will 
have to be held to account.”

Many of the state agency people on 
the scheme’s steering committee were 
old hands at industrial relations, whose 
paths had crossed those of the union 
o cials during numerous talks. There �  
seems little doubt that the deal was 
born out of complex negotiations in the 
health service. Such issues as upgrad-
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ing the skills of low-paid workers were 
often a part of settlements in lieu of 
monetary awards in the early days of 
the “Celtic Tiger.”

“Social partnership” was adopted by 
leading elements within the labour 
movement who had already decided 
that the class conicts in society could �  
be modied, or even avoided. They felt �  
that this could be achieved by negoti-
ating immediate workers’ gains 
nationally with the Government and 
employers. They would rationalise this 
by the assertion that the ruling politi-
cal elite governs with the apparent con-
sent of the governed and that the 
labour movement should not be out-
side this consensus.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
     These people confused power 
relationships with mere participation. 
But it gave the union hierarchy the 
“prole” of being power-brokers, sitting �  
at the decision-making table.

This month the CPI will be pub-
lishing a comprehensive pamphlet on 
the future of the trade union move-

ment, and so we do not include here a 
more detailed analysis of the social, 
economic and cultural damage to 
workers and their families brought 
about in the guise of “social 
harmony.”

The SIPTU scandal is an example of 
how “social partnership” operated at 
the local industrial level and distorted 
the traditional operations and stan-
dards that were taught as basic on shop 
stewards’ courses. It not alone cor-
rupted the philosophy of what unions 
were for but compromised some of 
those involved. For some individuals it 
was a corrosive break with the motiva-
tion, the honesty and the dignity of 
those who created, shaped and steered 
the trade union movement.

Billy Attley and Jack Kelly can be 
seen in this light as considering them-
selves as being owed and entitled to 
perks and privileges from taxpayers’ 
money. Attley’s €1,000 for chairing a 
day’s meeting, and Kelly’s “expenses,” 
are inexplicable. Their names are now 
associated with the likes of those 
named in the FÁS scandals from the 
trade unions, ministerial, state and 
employers’ sides.

Matt Merrigan’s behaviour, while in-
defensible, demonstrates in an exagger-
ated form the cosy relations that “social 
partnership” encouraged. He had the 
means and the power to oer managers �  
and those on the other side of the 
negotiating table “free” trips to exotic 

places. For some perhaps this would be 
called oiling the wheels of industrial 
negotiations; but it certainly under-
mines the collective sense of workers’ 
representation.

The unaccountable participation of 
high-ranking trade union officials on 
state boards and such “partnership” 
committees, combined with  situations 
where they end up travelling the world 
with employer and Government repre-
sentatives, is where the policy of “social 
partnership” has led us to.

SIPTU’s report on the scandal is 
critical of itself and of the state 
agencies responsible, and suggests pro-
cedures and standards for avoiding any 
recurrence.

Instead of using the union’s pro-
cedure, the National Executive Council 
is “to appoint a Senior Counsel to 
investigate the issue and make such 
recommendations as they consider 
appropriate regarding the implications 
for Matt Merrigan’s contractual 
relationship with the Union. The 
Senior Counsel concerned will also 
investigate the implications regarding 
Jack Kelly, who is not an employee of 
the Union. These investigations are to 
be completed as expeditiously as pos-
sible with due regard to the principles 
of natural justice.”

�  Most of the relevant information is 
available from the account of the hearings 
of the Oireachtas Public Accounts Com-
mittee and the SIPTU Trustee and 
Executive reports, Liberty,  March 2011.

May Day in Du blin
NCE again the May Day demonstration in Dublin was a n abysmal aair, with only a couple �Oof hundred people taking part. While organising a m arch on a holiday weekend always 

proves dicult, this year’s attendance was one of th e poorest ever, following nearly a decade of�  
badly planned and executed attempts to celebrate In ternational Workers’ Day.

The fortunes of the celebration of 
May Day in this state are very mixed. A 
little bit of history is needed to under-
stand how we ended up in this position.

The big general strike in May 1917 
against conscription was probably the 
largest political manifestation in the 
history of the Irish labour movement. 
Since then there have been repeated 
attempts to depoliticise or to abolish 
May Day.

After the Second World War, 
against the background of mass left-
wing support throughout Europe, the 
Catholic Church even invented a “Feast 
of St Joseph the Worker” on the 1st of 
May to reinforce Catholic social teach-
ing within the trade union movement 
and among workers in general, to 
encourage anti-communism, and to 
promote class collaboration.

In the 1950s the trade union move-
ment in Dublin could bring more than 
100,000 workers out on the day, invok-
ing prayers, mild speeches of social 

harmony, and condemnation of the 
socialist countries—an ideology still 
shared today by sections of the leader-
ship of the trade union movement. Up 
to recently the ITGWU (forerunner of 
SIPTU) held its Connolly commemor-
ation in Dublin with a march to Church 
Street for Mass.

At the same time Irish communists 
revived the public celebration of May 
Day in Dublin, with a public meeting at 
the traditional corner of Middle Abbey 
Street and O’Connell Street. This was 

at the height of the Cold War and anti-
communist hysteria. Those attending 
as well as the speakers came under 
ferocious attacks from thugs, in par-
ticular the Animal Gang, resulting in 
pitched battles and hand-to-hand 
ghting.�

Some party members bore the scars 
of those battles for the rest of their life. 
One suered acute hearing loss and �  
also experienced periodic seizures for 
the rest of his life from a beating he 
received with a bicycle chain, though it 
did not deter him and other comrades 
from marking May Day.

Communists kept up the annual 
celebration of May Day throughout the 
1950s and 60s. In the 1970s, at the 
invitation of the CPI, a United May 
Day Committee was formed, compris-
ing the CPI, Left Liaison Committee of 
the Labour Party, Sinn Féin the 
Workers’ Party, the Union of Students 
in Ireland, and the Connolly Youth 
Movement. This was part of the CPI’s 
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attempt to forge alliances and build left 
unity.

The May Day demonstration 
gradually grew and developed, with 
thousands of people taking part and 
speakers from  all the member-
organisations as well as from struggles 
taking place at the time, notably the 
Anti-Apartheid Movement.

While trade union banners had been 
carried for some time, in the mid-1970s 
the Dublin Council of Trade Unions 
accepted an invitation to march 
o cially and speak on the May Day �  
platform for the rst time. This �  
reected the growing inuence of the � �  
left within the trade union movement.

Building left unity was—and is, as 
we can see today—beset with di � -
culties and indeed setbacks. Tensions 
arose with the political degeneracy 
within SFWP as it moved steadily away 
from socialist republicanism to econo-
mism and nally becoming an anti- �
national, pro-imperialist apologist 
within this state and the Northern 
statelet. Former broad-left coalitions 
and co-operation were eroded in the 
trade unions by the growing inuence �  
of its secret groups in pushing this 
agenda.

Each year the United May Day 
Committee published a joint manifesto 
for the occasion, which was distributed 
at the demonstration as well as within 
the trade union movement. This prac-
tice was brought to an end in 1977 
when SFWP agreed to the manifesto 
and indeed oered to print it but then �  
refused to hand it over for distribution.

The following year the SFWP 
members who were delegates to the 
Dublin Council of Trade Unions pro-
posed a motion calling on the council to 
organise the May Day march. This put 
the CPI in a dicult position, as it had �  
striven for years to get trade unions to 
take part but at the same time was 
acutely aware of the political limi-
tations and the economism that per-
vade the trade union movement. It was 
the thinking of the CPI that the format 
of the May Day event should be main-
tained as it was, with a strategic 

approach of involving the trade union 
movement with a left approach to 
politics.

SFWP revisionism  was pushed 
aggressively through its secret trade 
union cabal. As part of the anti-
national ideological drive, for example, 
attempts were made to elevate the role 
of Jim  Larkin in opposition to 
Connolly and to promote Seán 
O’Casey’s criticism  of Connolly’s 
involvement in the 1916 Rising. A lead-
ing member of the SFWP Industrial 
Group was quoted in the news maga-
zine Magill  as saying that their party’s 
strategy was “to smash the Communist 
Party and to replace the Labour Party.”

The trades council continued to 
organise May Day. Its great success 
came in the late 1970s when the big 
demonstrations calling for tax reform 
took place in Dublin and then spread 
around the country. (Incidentally, the 
purpose of the demonstrations, the call 
for industrial action to demand that the 
rich pay tax, was moved by the com-
munist members of the trades council
—but that’s a story for another time.) 
The campaign won modest reforms, 
but subsequently the demand for tax 
equality and tax reform  was hijacked by 
the populist demand for tax cuts,  which 
of course resulted in greater advan-
tages for the rich.

This mobilisation of workers by 
trades councils in Dublin and around 
the country terried not only the �  
political and economic establishment 
but also some leading sections of the 
trade union movement. Up to that 
time the trades council was a forum for 
rank-and-le trade unionists, which �  
gave it a certain autonomy in operat-
ing. After the growing mobilisations 
more and more full-time union o cials �  
were nominated, which meant that the 
previous freedom and independence of 
delegates became more controlled. The 
ICTU went further and stied the �  
inu � ence of trades councils by limiting 
their powers through procedural 
restrictions.

Since the mid-1990s May Day in 
Dublin has been in decline. This is a 

reec� tion both of the morass that the 
labour movement has been dragged 
into in the form of “social partnership” 
and also of the numerical decline and 
organisational weakness of the 
traditional left forces.

What is clear from the history of 
May Day in Dublin is that it grew and 
developed and became the premier 
display of the organised working 
class in the city when is was linked to 
the struggles of the people, and had a 
clear political expression  and 
message, and when the left had a 
more direct involvement in organis-
ing and mobilising for it.

We need to get back to the position 
of shared ownership and responsibility 
for rebuilding May Day, involving the 
trades council, left parties, and people’s 
campaigns.

[EMC]

 In future issues we will be publishing �  
articles correcting the historical record 
and reclaiming the work of communists 
in the people’s struggles, especially those 
that are now claimed by others.

Sha do w over the  fut ur e of the  ESB
NDER the heading “New era: A 21st-century smart gri d,” the Programme for GovernmentUstates: “Beginning with the handover of ESB’s Trans mission Assets to Eirgrid, we will 

create a new ‘Smart Grid’ company with ultimate ful l ownership and responsibility for the 
development of Ireland’s electricity and gas networ ks.”

The transmission assets are at 
present owned by the ESB but 
managed by another state company, 
Eirgrid. It was the policy of the last 
Government to transfer the assets to 
Eirgrid; however, ESB unions got an 
agreement from the then minister to 
commission a review of this policy. The 
outcome of the review favoured the 

continued ownership of the assets by 
the ESB, as the transfer could cost up 
to €150 million.

The review suggested that Ireland 
had a relatively strong case for deroga-
tion under article 9 (9) of the EU Elec-
tricity Directive and for maintaining 
the present arrangements. This is the 
position favoured by the ESB Group of 
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Unions, which always argued that 
there is no need to transfer the trans-
mission assets in order to comply with 
the EU directives.

The electricity industry has changed 
beyond recognition over recent years. 
This change has been brought about by 
EU directives, introduced with the aim 
of creating a so-called competitive 
market in the industry.

It is not that long ago since the ESB 
generated 98 per cent of electricity sup-
plied in the Republic. This has been 
reduced to about 40 per cent of the all-
Ireland market.

ESB Supply, which is now re-
branded Electric Ireland, has lost about 
a million domestic customers to its 
competitors, which represents about 53 
per cent of market share. The ESB’s 
market share is now below the 60 per 
cent threshold placed on the ESB by 
the Commission for Energy Regula-
tion.

Accordingly, the CER has ended the 
regulation of electricity prices for 
domestic customers. This price deregu-
lation will enable Electric Ireland 
(ESB) to set its own electricity prices 
for domestic customers, which hereto-
fore were set by the regulator, unlike 
the price charged by its competitors.

The ESB is still a vertically 
integrated utility, with generation, 
transmission, distribution network, 
and electricity supply business. The 

proposal in the Programme for Govern-
ment to break up the ESB will under-
mine its nancial position and aect its � �  
ability to raise capital for future invest-
ment. It makes no business sense 
whatsoever.

However, the part of the proposal 
contained in the Programme for 
Government, i.e. to create a new 
company with ultimate full ownership 
and responsibility for the company’s 
electricity and gas networks, is, unlike 
the transfer of the transmission assets 
to Eirgrid, a new proposal that has 
never been raised before or contained 
in any of the Government parties’ elec-
tion manifestos.

If the proposal to amalgamate the 
gas and electricity network was never 
raised in the past by either the out-
going or the current Government 
parties one would wonder from where 
the proposal emerged.

With the economic mess in which 
the country nds itself, with its loss of �  
sovereignty and beholden as it is to the 
International Monetary Fund and 
European Central Bank, it is reason-
able to assume that this proposal was 
the brainchild of the IMF and ECB.

If this is the case, and given the 
record of the IMF in this regard, it is 
also reasonable to assume that this 
company, when set up, will be ripe for 
privatisation. It will be sold o  to one �  
of the giant utility companies in 

Europe as part of the Government 
policy of selling o state assets. �

There would appear to be a view in 
the Department of Energy that the 
electricity transmission lines are a 
strategic state asset and are a natural 
state monopoly. However, all the other 
component parts are up for grabs: 
generation, networks distribution, and 
electricity supply.

This situation presents challenges 
to the trade unions in the company, to 
protect their members’ terms and con-
ditions of employment, to the wider 
trade union movement, and to all those 
in political life who support the concept 
of maintaining strategic state assets in 
public ownership.

The trade union movement’s 
defence of public enterprises against 
privatisation and deregulation has been 
unsuccessful because of its inability to 
mobilise su cient industrial, public or �  
political support in defence of public 
ownership.

A campaign must begin now, 
gathering the support of the workers in 
the state companies, the wider trade 
union movement, and the political left 
in Dáil Éireann, to ght against the �  
selling o of important state assets and �  
strategic infrastructure to global 
proteers, which is not in the interests �  
of the country, the consumer, or the 
workers in the industries.

[JN]

Royals, old and ne w:  The ir empi res
and the ir Irish lacke ys

E Irish have a great ghting tradition, haven’t we? We like to celebrate 800 years of resist-�Wance. But, alas, there is also an 800-year traditio n of subservience; for every rebel there 
was always a lackey.

Now, of course, our rebel days are 
o cially over, but the lackeys haven’t �  
gone away, you know. And of course we 
love a royal. Even a disreputable casino 
operator can come here on a state visit 
if he has pretensions to royalty, 
especially if he has “Irish roots.”

All our state and private media have 
worked themselves up into a state of 
orgasmic excitement over the wedding 
of an English “prince,” the pathetic 
scion of a degenerate family. That he 
wore the uniform of a colonel of the 
“Irish Guards” is regarded as a source 
of national pride rather than shame.

When his father came here on a 
state visit in 1995 the then Taoiseach, 
John Bruton, put on a display of 
servility that shamed the nation, 
saying, “You represent in your person 
everything we aspire to” and declaring 
it the greatest day of his life.

To crown it all, we are about to 
suer a state visit from the relic of �  
English feudalism, who is very prot � -
ably employed to keep up the pomp 

and ceremony of a British Empire in 
terminal decline. Who could object 
were it merely a visit by the head of a 
friendly state, or just a trip by an un-

pleasant old lady with her appalling 
husband? What will be more shocking 
will be the reassertion of our lackey 
tradition by our Irish royalists.
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Expect to see a far more servile 
display than even John Bruton could 
muster. Not only the British ruling 
class feels a nostalgia for the old 
empire: the Irish lackey establishment 
shares this nostalgia.

The political basis for this was the 
ambition of Irish businessmen, home-
rulers and unionists alike, to be 
accepted as junior partners in the 
empire. Nowadays they oer their �  
obeisance to the the imperial powers of 
today, the United States and the Euro-
pean Union; but they haven’t forgotten 
the old empire. Of course Britain is 
still imperialist, even though it fully 
accepts the hegemony of the United 
States.

For all that, our politicians know on 
which side their bread is buttered. 
Their adoration of the old queen will be 
far exceeded by their display of loyalty 
to the new empire when Barack Obama 
arrives on our shores.

Once again the wearisome ritual of 
discovering the “Irish roots” and visit-
ing the “ancestral home,” loudly pro-
claiming the Irishness of the war-
mongering imperialist incumbent of 
the o ce of president of the United �  
States.

Kennedy’s war in Viet Nam, 
Reagan’s war on Nicaragua, Clinton’s 
bombing of Yugoslavia, Afghanistan 
and Somalia, were all ignored in our 
celebration of “one of our own,” as will 
Obama’s current military adventures.

Now we are about to adopt another 
of the same tradition, who for all his 
protestations of change continues the 

policies of his predecessors. The 
language has changed, of course: the 
motivation is now “humanitarian.” To 
Bush’s credit, he never made any 
claims to morality or humanity. Obama 
has continued Bush’s wars in Afghani-
stan and Iraq, and started a new 
“humanitarian” war in Libya in alliance 
with the old imperial powers of France 
and Britain.

Their intervention has sidelined the 
original democratic opposition to 
Gadda, and they are spon � soring a 
motley collection of long-term agents of 
theirs, ex-members of Gadda’s �  
government, and Islamic funda-
mentalists linked to Al-Qa‘ida.

Of course it’s not about oil, just a 
humanitarian intervention to save 
civilian lives. If you can believe that 
you can believe anything.

President Obama, like many of us, 
is fascinated by the new technology, 
and Libya provides another oppor-
tunity to try out new weapons, such as 
the “predator drones”—pilotless air-
craft that enable an operator at Creech 
Air Force Base in Indian Springs, 
Nevada, to sit in front of a computer 
and blow up a wedding party in Paki-
stan with the click of a mouse.

You may have heard on the radio 
Pat Kenny dispassionately discussing 
the technicalities of these and other 
weapons with supposed experts, such 
as Tom Clonan. You may also have 
heard that, on St Patrick’s Day, Obama 
thanked Enda Kenny for the continued 
availability of Shannon Airport to the 
US military (and CIA ights also, �  

though they weren’t mentioned).
Those of us who are not party to the 

views of the Irish establishment should 
let it be known that we reject Obama’s 
wars, whether he is part-Irish or not, 
that we do not accept the right claimed 
by the United States to intervene 
militarily anywhere it likes in the 
world, whenever it suits its imperialist 
interests, that we reject the “humani-
tarian” excuse.

When Britannia ruled the waves it 
wasn’t for humanitarian motives; 
neither do humanitarian motives 
inspire today’s imperialist powers.

[SE]

Vi ctory for Sha nno n activist
N the Court of Criminal Appeal on Friday 25 Februar y, Judges Peart, Hardiman and deI Valera overturned the conviction of Mary Kelly by E nnis Circuit Court on 29 October 2004. 

Ms Kelly had been convicted of criminal damage to a  US military aircraft at Shannon Airport 
on 29 January 2003. 

The appeal had been heard on 29 
July 2008, but the judges oered no �  
explanation of why they took more 
than two-and-a-half years to deliver 
the judgement.

This landmark appeal court 
decision reinforces the unanimous 
“not guilty” decision in the trial by a 
Dublin jury on 25 July 2006 of the 
ve members of the Catho� lic 

Workers’ Movement who were 
accused of damaging the same air-
craft ve days after Mary Kelly had �  
damaged it.

Ms Kelly is very pleased with the 
decision of the Court of Criminal 
Appeal but was very critical both of 
the court’s delay in delivering the 
judgement and of a four-year delay in 
producing a full and accurate transcript 
of her trial. The peace and human 
rights organisation Shannonwatch 

stated that “Mary Kelly’s action high-
lighted the abuse of International Law 
that took place on Irish soil when the 
Irish government allowed over two 

million US troops to pass through 
Shannon airport on their way to and 
from Iraq and Afghanistan.”
     In a statement to the press out-
side the Four Courts, Ms Kelly re-
iterated her concern that the 
Government consistently refused to 
direct the Gardaí to search the US 
military planes at Shannon for 
illegally “rendered” persons, and 
weaponry.
     In adopting a “don’t look, don’t 
nd” approach, the Government was �  

reneging on its duty to uphold and 
indeed to enforce international law. 
This issue remains a concern that 
the citizens of Ireland should be 
aware of and should raise with their 

public representatives, especially in the 
light of the forthcoming visit to Ireland 
of Barack Obama.

[MNM]
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Maki ng  troubl e for all the  right  pe opl e
An interview with Mark Thomas

N March the leftist comedian and social activist Ma rk Thomas was in Dublin with his newI show, “Walking the Wall,” in which—in his own inimi tably hilarious manner—he relates his 
experiences of walking the 723-km length of Israel’ s illegal apartheid wall in Palestine.

I caught up with him for a short 
interview  about modern topical 
comedy. Mark was once a familiar face 
on British television but now nds �  
himself consigned to BBC Radio. He 
says his break with his long-time 
Channel 4 collaborators came when it 
was suggested that he host a show 
called “Celebrity Guantánamo Bay.” 
After that there was no longer “any-
thing viable there” for him. Nor does 
he expect to return to television any 
time soon. “There’s no ice in Hell yet,” 
he quips.

When it comes to the state of con-
temporary topical comedy Mark 
doesn’t really “want to discuss the state 
of play of TV comedy, ’cause that’s 
just . . .” “Depressing?” I venture after 
a long pause. He smiles sadly, and says, 
“Some of the people in it are really 
good. There is some great stu, like �  
‘Inbetweeners’ and ‘Phone Shop’.” He 
also has praise for the “sharp as a dart” 
Bremner, Bird and Fortune and HBO 
output like “Breaking Bad,” which he 
describes as an “incredible state-of-the-
nation declaration about what happens 

when you take money out of the public 
sector.”

His distaste for the “proliferation of 
very cheap panel shows” is palpable. He 
describes them as the comedy equiva-
lent of neo-liberalism—“economically 
viable to make, because you don’t need 
a scriptwriter, an editor, a cast, or 
rehearsals. You just have very highly 
motivated individuals with a vested 
interest in doing the best they can 
writing their own material.” He also 
mourns the advent of “awful free-view 
satellite” (“I now say ‘This is shit’ about 
eighty times a day”) but points to the 
live comedy circuit and theatre as 

places that remain creatively exciting 
and socially engaged—singling out 
Gregory Burke’s play Black Watch  for 
special acclaim.

Yet he also sees the panel-show 
disease infecting the live circuit too, as 
“people will go to see a comedian in the 
O2 after doing a couple of series of a 
panel show . . . and it’s a fucking panel 
show! You buy a Frankie Boyle ticket 
and you’ll have seen all the stu  on �  
television already!”

However, when it comes to his own 
work Mark is far from complacent. His 
new show and tie-in book Extreme 
Rambling  (London: Ebury Press, 2011) 
are both brilliantly funny while 
remaining politically engaged and 
empowering. He modestly says that he 
“is really pleased with this work that’s 
going to get out to fty thousand �  
people,” and so he should be.

Thomas remains a courageous, 
trouble-making, muck-raking, rabble-
rousing lay preacher of truth, justice, 
and progressive action: an enemy of all 
the right people, and funny to boot.

[KS]

by John Meehan
O the uninitiated, the development of the trade uni on movement in the early part of theTtwentieth century in a small west of Ireland town w ith a predominantly agrarian economy 

may seem unusual.
However, on a deeper study one can 

see it was a reection of the evolving �  
understanding of the people of how 
successful collective action in the pur-
suit of legitimate goals could ensure 
the eventual success of their mission.

Davitt’s Land League, the cultural 
struggles by the Gaelic League to re-
establish our national identity and the 
massive working-class struggles in the 
1913 Lock-Out consolidated their self-
belief.

This revolutionary thought process 
culminated in the united front of the 
1916 Rising. The role played by James 
Connolly, one of the most advanced 
working-class intellectuals, gave a 
massive impetus to the spread of trade 
union faith, particularly amongst those 
who were dubbed the lower echelons of 
society.

This new leap of faith applied 
equally to Ballinrobe as to other rural 
towns, particularly those with railway 
connections, which facilitated and 

fostered good communications with the 
capital.

The availability of documentary evi-
dence for this period is limited, so 
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these few gems come from those now 
departed who were part of the scene.

The rst Ballinrobe Branch of the �  
Irish Transport and General Workers’ 
Union was established after 1916, with 
the rst Secretary a small farmer from �  
Brownstown named A. W. Feerick. His 
role was short-lived, as economic cir-
cumstances forced him to emigrate to 
the USA.

He was followed by “Faithful,” 
employed as a jeweller’s assistant by 
Pillow Jewellers, then in the Main 
Street, premises now occupied by Fitz-
gerald Solicitors. “Faithful,” to his 
credit and to the credit of his local 
members, even in those troubled 
times, did not allow dier � ences of 
religion to inhibit their united action in 
striving to advance their just demands.

The membership would comprise 
mainly employees of the many thriving 
business houses which were built up 
supplying the then existing workhouse, 
with at times a population of a 
thousand, the military barracks of the 
forces of occupation and a wide-ranging 
rural hinterland, carters collecting and 
delivering from the railway station and 
other carters doing the twenty-mile 
trek to Westport docks, shop assist-
ants, and “yard boys.”

At that time most business houses 
had a few acres of land close to the 
town to maintain milk supply. The ani-

stabling at the rear of their business 
and dwelling houses, and access and 
egress was betimes a hazardous pro-
cess, not totally conducive to modern 
hygiene regulations.

Lowry’s Sawmill in Cornmarket is 
today owned by John O’Hare, who runs 
a unique tavern that nourishes the 
body and the spirit, according to your 
taste. The late James Burke, 
traditional boat-builder from Burke’s 
Island and Cloonkeary, secured 
employment at the then Lowry’s Saw-
mills, with one of the conditions of 
employment being membership of the 
ITGWU.

On the industrial relations front, 
mutual respect seemed to have pre-
vailed. One hiccup occurred in 1924 
when the carters and yard boys took 
strike action for improved wages and 
conditions. This dispute was eventually 
settled without much residual rancour, 
except for one incident. A non-union 
person was enticed to carry out “yard 
boy” work for the period of the strike, 
and for the remainder of his life he was 
always known as “Blackleg”—and 
rightly so.

The union also had a social dimen-
sion. A pre-fab hall was erected on the 
old Fair Green at the old Town Hall, 
now neglected and fully defunct, 
formerly a British jail to care for the 
dissident natives.

there on a regular basis, as were other 
meetings and discussions. Despite all 
those activities the union was working 
under extreme duress. A major split 
took place on the acceptance of the 
Treaty. Some members broke ranks 
and joined the ATGWU, based in 
Galway.

A house divided can rarely survive—
possibly a thought for today in a 
divided country—so, as the demise of 
the Ballinrobe Branch of the ITGWU 
set in, the branch was briey serviced �  
from  Galway, as were the Cong 
Sawmills.

The social side too went into 
decline, as did the social hall. The last 
verbal record of the branch was limited 
to social activity in a small house on 
Creagh Road, serviced by a man named 
Walsh from New Street, father of the 
late postman John Walsh.

Political division, mass emigration 
and the antipathy of the new power-
brokers destroyed the rst eorts of a � �  
semi-free people to exercise their rights 
but failed to kill the spirit that drove 
them. Today the struggle goes on. We 
all in some format owe much to those 
pioneers who left us a tradition to be 
remembered with pride.

The actions of Davitt and Connolly 
have left behind a tradition of struggle 
based on clear analysis of the class and 
imperialist nature of society under 

 

In 1994 Wirikuta was declared a 
“site of Cultural and Historical Heri-
tage and an Area under Ecological Con-
servation.” In 2001 UNESCO declared 
it a Sacred Natural Site. It is also an 
important bird sanctuary.

Despite being a protected and 
culturally important area, the lands are 
under siege from a Canadian mining 
transnational, First Majestic Silver. 
The local people are ghting against �  
this company while still suering the �  
consequences of the last mining expe-
dition in the area.

Twenty years ago a mining company 
nished operations, leav � ing behind 

ghost towns, mining shafts, contami-
nation to water and soil, and increased 
poverty. Now more damage is being 
threatened on the local community and 
landscape.

First Majestic Silver hopes to re-
open the mines using new technology. 
They hope to exhaust the remaining 
silver supplies as well as to exploit 

other minerals in the area.
They have claimed that the use of 

cyanide and other dangerous sub-
stances will be contained and will 
therefore not pollute the surrounding 
areas.

However, only last year researchers 
discovered traces of arsenic in plant 
and animal samples in the area, left 
over from mining’s last adventure in 
the area.

This is against Convention 169 of 
the International Labour Organisation, 

which clearly states that native people 
must be consulted regarding any 
activities that aect their territories. �  
Regarding this area in Mexico, no con-
sultations have ever taken place. Not 
only that but in 2008 the president of 
Mexico, Felipe Calderón, signed the 
Hauxa Manaka Accord, which was 
designed to protect these very lands. At 
the same time Calderón is happy to 
sidestep these very laws

Recently, traditional leaders in 
Wixarika signed an o cial statement �  
rejecting First Majestic Silver’s mining 
project in their area. They demanded 
the end of their activities in the area 
while advising that they will do every-
thing within their means to defend 
their lands from the mining company. 
The local residents are preparing for a 
bitter struggle against this foreign 
company which, as history has shown, 
will bring nothing but destruction and 
death.

[JM]
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Br adl ey Manni ng:  a br ave Amer ican sol di er
N American soldier, Bradley Manning, was arrested a  year ago for allegedly passing classi-A ed information to Wikileaks. This included the shoc king video evidence of a massacre by�  

an American helicopter crew of civilians in Baghdad  on 12 July 2007.
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Outside the Law  (2010), directed by Rachid Bouchareb

ACHID Bouchareb’s second lm in his planned trilogy about the Algerian struggle against�Rcolonial France, now showing in the Irish Film Cent re in Eustace Street, Dublin, deals 
with the war of independence using three of the lea ding actors from Indigènes : Sami Bouajila, 
Roschdy Zem, and Jamel Debbouze (known to Irish aud iences for his comic role in the popular 

lm � Amélie ).
The three give strong performances 

as brothers whose fraternal bonds are 
stretched to breaking point by dier � -
ences of opinion regarding the armed 
struggle, in which they become 
embroiled.

Bouchareb’s rst lm, � � Indigènes 
(called Days of Glory  in English), was a 
Second World War lm with a dier � � -
ence. It portrayed the contribution of 
North African combatants who joined 
up in huge numbers to ght for France. �  
There was a scandal that surviving 
veterans had their pensions stopped by 
the French government after their 
countries had won independence. In 
the aftermath of Bouchareb’s lm the �  
veterans’ pensions were restored.

He envisages that his third lm in �  
the trilogy will deal with the lives of 
Algerian immigrants living in France 
between 1962 (the year that Algeria 
won its independence) and 2010.

Not surprisingly, his latest lm �  
has evoked a curious range of res-
ponses among critics and reviewers, 
which probably reveal the political 
views held by these “cultural police.” 
Many describe the Algerians as 
“Arabs,” which arguably is akin to 

describing the Irish as Indians, both 
countries having adopted as a lingua 
franca the language of their colonisers.

It’s somewhat ironic to hear the 
panel of a BBC arts programme dis-
cussing the massacre of unarmed 
civilians in Setif without any allusion to 
Derry, especially in the light of the 
recent Saville Inquiry and subsequent 
apology by the British Prime Minister.

On the other hand, there is no such 
reluctance to condemn the violence 
employed by the Algerian activists and 
comparing them to present-day “men 
of violence.” As Brendan Behan said, 
“the terrorist is the one with the small 
bomb.”

In fact the lm depicts the true �  
emotional cost of violence very eec � -
tively through a well-written script and 
acting of the highest calibre. As one of 
the brothers moves further up the 
chain of command in the movement he 
becomes polarised as the convictions he 
has held for so long are turned upside 
down.

The inner turmoil is evident, and we 
see the same agony in another brother, 
who breaks down as he pours out his 
grief to his dying mother. The one who 
is most skilled at killing is the one 
most opposed to it.

Almost every reviewer drew com-
parisons with the Italian director 

Pontecorvo’s Battle of Algiers,  while it 
might have been more interesting to 
look at lms Bouchareb has cited as �  
his inu � ences. Top of his list was the 
celluloid version of Steinbeck’s The 
Grapes of Wrath  (1940); Ken Loach’s 
The Wind that Shakes the Barley 
(2006) was another. He wanted to 
create a big Western-style lm, and �  
indeed the pace is gripping, with 
wonderful characters we care about. 
The screen presence of his main 
actors is evocative of the greats, like 
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SOCIALIST VOICE

Steve McQueen, Paul Newman, Lee 
Marvin, et al.

There are many memorable scenes, 
none more so than the opening scene of 
a family dispossessed of their land by a 
French colonist. The helpless rage and 
grief of the father is palpable as he is 
made powerless, landless and poor in 
one afternoon, with no option but to 
bring his family as migrants to the city.

There are not many roles for women 
in this lm, but neither are there the �  
usual token love interests, so typical in 
Hollywood blockbusters and French 
lm noir. �  The three main women play 

their roles with a stark realism, and the 
scenes featuring the mother are among 
the strongest, particularly where she 
visits the son in prison.

The performances of the actors gel 
in an extraordinary way, and while we 
usually reserve the term “chemistry” 
for the lovers in a lm, it is true to say �  
there is a real chemistry between all 

the cast of Outside the Law.
As Bouchareb comments in one of 

his interviews, “the only justice is 
outside the law,” and this lm, while �  
providing top-class entertainment, 
touches on the question at the core of 
every struggle: “Does the end justify 
the means?” In the light of present-day 
events, it has never been more impor-
tant to clarify what we mean by a “just 
war.”

In an age of ever more sophisticated 
weaponry (drones, cluster bombs, 
depleted uranium) and ever-changing 
rules of engagement (when is it 
appropriate to operate a no-y zone, or �  
impose sanctions, or to send in the 
cavalry?), and with all of us in Ireland 
paying for the US troops landing in 
Shannon, the questions raised in 
Bouchareb’s lm have never been more �  
pertinent.

Don’t miss it!
[MNM]

Postscript
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Well, Prof. Kelly has certainly stirred up a hornet s’ nest 
with his article in the Irish Times !

While we welcome his intervention, and it brings a 
sharp dose of reality into the debate, we would cer tainly 
not support his version of “shock doctrine” for sol ving 
the problem.

What his contribution shows is that there is a need  
for working people to articulate their own demands.  
The debt crisis will be solved either in the intere sts of 
European banks and the Irish political and economic  
elite or in the interests of the Irish people.

So far, the people’s voice has been missing. The 
agenda has been set and the running made by the Iri sh 
political elite, the EU, and the IMF.

We need to build a grass-roots movement to educate 
our people, to involve them in public actions, and to 
build the necessary political pressure to counter t he 
dominant consensus.

We either impose our solutions on them or they will  
impose their solutions on us.

Thursday night will be a small public step, but it is 
only the beginning. Already the Kerry group is up a nd 
running. Think about organising a local meeting to get 
like-minded people together and get the ball rollin g.

On Thursday we will be joined by people from 
Ballyfae and other local anti-debt campaigners. Wha t 
we need to do is to emulate these trailblazing loca l 
groups around the country.


